
Capstones
Capstone projects are the culmination of the 
Mechanical Engineering experience.  Cadets 
design, model, build, and test their own products.  
Recurring projects include the numerous UAS 
designs, weapon modifications, and Soldier 
Design challenge.

AIADs
Cadets with a Mechanical Engineering 
background are in high demand by industry.  
AIADs provide experience working in robotics, 
computer simulations, aircraft, and weapons 
effects sponsored by agencies such as NASA, 
General Dynamics, Boeing, Sikorsky, and MIT 
Lincoln Labs.

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

United States
Military Academy

A perennial top 10 ME program in
U.S. News and World Report

Accredited by the Engineering Accreditation 
Commission of ABET, http://www.abet.org

What is Mechanical Engineering?
Mechanical Engineering is one of the broadest of all 
engineering disciplines, traditionally encompassing three 
primary subfields:  energy, mechanisms and machinery, 
and manufacturing.  Although its primary purpose could 
be summarized as “creating and improving machines 
and ways to use energy to benefit mankind,” this 
fundamental task engages the mechanical engineer in a 
vast array of fascinating specialty areas.

Why Major in Mechanical Engineering?
1. Mechanical Engineering teaches you how
things work. This will be of enormous benefit to you as
an Army officer in an increasingly technical world. Almost
everything used in the military has involved mechanical
engineering at all or most stages of its design and
production.

2. Mechanical Engineering teaches you how to
think. Mechanical engineers learn how to describe,
analyze, and solve problems using mathematics and
systematic problem-solving techniques. Learning to think
logically and to work systematically contributes to an
ability to address new and difficult problems with
confidence.

3. Mechanical Engineering teaches you how to
oversee complicated and interdisciplinary
projects. Because a mechanical engineering education
teaches you how things work and how to logically solve
new problems, mechanical engineers are in very high
demand as project managers.

4. Mechanical Engineering provides an
opportunity for solving challenging, real-life
problems for the benefit of the Army and
society. Engineers are explorers and inventors. They
push technological frontiers to improve the quality of life
for our nation’s citizens today and for the future. The
Army provides many postgraduate educational and
research opportunities at top universities and research
laboratories for its best engineering minds.

5. Mechanical Engineering allows you to keep
your options open. Mechanical engineers possess
excellent reasoning skills and understand their world.
These qualities make mechanical engineers competitive
for most graduate programs of study in engineering as
well as law, business, and medicine.

http://www.abet.org/


“Mix & Match” from the following topics:

Choose the combination of 
electives that is right for YOU!!

• Build your depth of knowledge in a 
topic, or…

• benefit from our breadth of 
mechanical engineering offerings! 

For more information about the ME program: 
e-mail richard.melnyk@westpoint.edu

or go to https://www.westpoint.edu/academics/academic-
departments/civil-and-mechanical-engineering/mechanical-

engineering
Like us on Facebook: West Point Civil and Mechanical 

Engineering

Learn the science and theory behind 
aircraft flight. Reinforce in-class 

lessons with Flight Labs in Army 
Aircraft

Design, build, and test cars, trucks, tanks, 
UGVs, and guns. Develop depth of study in 

the Army’s mobility, lethality, and 
survivability systems.

explore the interactions between the 
human body and mechanical systems. 

learn how these systems can be used to 
better serve humanity.  

Lead the development and 
implementation of major engineering 
projects. Learn resource, personnel, 

and schedule management

Study real-world control of 
robots, unmanned aerial vehicles, 

and other autonomous systems.  

Understand power 
production, Conversion, and 

Storage. Develop sustainable 
energy systems.

•Introduction to Mech Engineering
•Fundamentals of Engineering  

mechanics & Design
•Mechanics of Materials

•Engineering Mathematics
•Dynamics

•Thermal-Fluid Systems I & II
•Computer-Aided Design
•Engineering Materials

•Manufacturing and Machine 
Component Design

•Mechanical Engineering Design
•Heat Transfer

•Mechanical System Design
•Fundamentals of Electrical 

Engineering 
•Vibration Engineering OR Dynamic 

Modeling and Control
•Three Elective Courses
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